
By the time you read this, the three gubernatorial elections scheduled for 2007—in Kentucky, Louisiana, and 
Mississippi—will have concluded with barely a ripple in the national news and, most likely, will have been promptly 
forgotten by many Americans. Voter turnout is typically low in these odd-year elections, when no congressional and 
few gubernatorial elections occur. Already, journalists, pundits, and voters have turned their attention to the quickly 
advancing 2008 presidential primary elections, which will begin with Wyoming on January 5. Like participation in odd-
year elections, voter turnout in presidential primaries tends to lag. Yet the primaries are when voters have the greatest 
opportunity to make a difference in presidential elections.

The 2008 electoral calendar represents a schedule that has become dramatically condensed over the past eight years. 
Super Tuesday, which used to be a day in March when up to 16 states held primaries, has grown into Super Duper 
Tuesday, which will be held a month earlier with 20 states participating. In 1980, only one state held a primary or caucus 
before the end of February; in 2000, nine states did; in 2004, 19 states did; and in 2008, at least 33 states  and the District 
of Columbia will hold primaries before the end of February. Why the rush? States with early primaries claim greater 
influence over the presidential nomination process. Early primary results are used to gauge national trends and the 
popularity of candidates. Early primaries can also give candidates who perform well a boost in later elections due to the 
“bandwagon effect,” in which  voters are influenced to choose candidates who they think will win.

Despite the influence of early primary results, all primary elections remain important. Voter preferences for presidential 
nominees determine the way many state delegates vote at the national parties’ nominating conventions. Primary election 
campaigns are the best chance to learn about all of the candidates before the contest is reduced to one nominee from 
each party. Because the media cover many candidates before primary elections, even lesser-known candidates are likely 
to receive some attention. Moreover, if a candidate is not nominated but still receives many votes, other candidates may 
adopt the popular parts of the losing candidate’s platform.

Political participation enables you to influence legislative decisions concerning engineering and it’s an essential element 
of good citizenship. Become active in the political process by voting, contributing funds to NSPE-PAC and candidates for 
office, volunteering in campaigns, providing technical input on legislative and regulatory issues, and seeking elected or 
appointed office.
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